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1. Introduction

W ith the development of the Internet, the
market environment is changing with
each passing day. More and more people

choose to shop online, and e-commerce has gradually
become the mainstream of the times. While entering
the traditional business users, e-commerce has also
separated most of the profits of the traditional industry.
Under the impact of the Internet economy, the physical
store seems to be sorrowful, and the frequent closing
of the store has become a "new normal". [1] However,
the e-commerce of the surface scenery, but also be-
cause of the rapid growth of e-commerce platforms
and merchants, it also seems to be difficult. Behind the
beautiful sales flow of e-commerce, it is to use a kind
of "killing one thousand and self-defeat of eight hun-
dred" to kidnap the interests of all parties, to achieve
lower cost access to users and more efficient business
growth. Goals of various e-commerce companies. [2]

Building a user growth team, transforming user growth
methods, and improving user acquisition capabilities
are the priorities of current e-commerce companies.

The continuous accumulation and growth of data and
technology has led the community to become a new
era trend, promoting the integration of community and
e-commerce. Community e-commerce has a more pre-
cise and direct customer base through social promotion
and marketing methods to achieve a 野point-to-face冶
sales strategy.[3]Low price is also the main way to enter
the e-commerce platform and e-commerce enterprise
marketing. Th e preferential promotion methods of
Taobao, Tmall and Jingdong and other merchants are
also low-priced expressions.[4] Based on the two-way
bonus of social marketing and offers, the e-commerce
Preferential Purchase model has sprung up. However,
after several years of development, the popularity of
the Preferential Purchase model is not high, and even
most non-circle people have never heard of the related
APPs of Preferential Purchase, and their trust is low.
The Preferential Purchase model did not achieve the
expected results. In the end, is there a bias in the un-
derstanding of the mode of Preferential Purchase, or is
there a bottleneck in the development model? In-depth
understanding and analysis of the Preferential Pur-
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chase mode is needed to find the answer.

2. Interpretation of E-commerce Preferen-
tial Purchase Model

2.1 E-commerce Preferential Purchase mode
The e-commerce Preferential Purchase model, as the
name suggests, is to bring more benefits to consumers.
There are many ways to offer e-commerce offers, such
as rebates, commissions, coupons, gifts, and low-priced
purchases. In the mobile phone application market
where the Android application system is loaded, the
keyword " Preferential Purchase " is searched, and
there are 112 purchase apps (only APPs with more
than one thousand downloads are displayed). A sum-
mary of the application mode of such a purchase APP
reveals that this model mainly focuses on the follow-
ing three points.
(1) Money-saving tools: cooperate with first-line mer-
chants such as Taobao and Tmall, collect preferential
information of e-commerce platform and various
coupons, quickly filter the latest hottest discount infor-
mation through classification, and simultaneously as-
sist in screening, first receive internal coupons, and
then receive internal coupons. Shopping, discounts and
then discounts, making purchases more favorable, be-
come a consumer shopping assistant, helping con-
sumers online shopping to save money.
(2) Rebate tools: Preferential Purchase merchants use
the cooperation relationship between major online
shopping malls and mall merchants to obtain sales
commissions for such malls or merchants. Consumers
go to Taobao and other major online shopping malls
through the Preferential Purchase platform, and the
purchasers will return a portion of the commission to
the consumers, making the consumer shopping price
more favorable.
(3) Money-making tools: Merchants absorb and retain
customers through their own preferential models.
When registered users purchase through the Preferen-
tial Purchase platform or go to other online malls, they
can get the corresponding commission. At this time,
the merchants also encourage and directly promote
consumers to become partners or promoters, share the
products of the purchasers in their own social chan-
nels, help the merchants to promote, obtain the com-
missions given by the merchants, and become a way to
earn money.

It can be seen that saving money, rebates and

making money become the main representatives of the
purchase-purchase model. The coupons and commis-
sions of mainstream e-commerce platform merchants
such as Taobao, Tmall, Jingdong and Dangdang have
become the foundation of Preferential Purchase mer-
chants. It is more like an intermediary who integrates
preferential resources. It is a platform for self-service
Taobao merchandise coupons. Consumers can use the
platform to self-check whether there are any offers for
things to buy. It not only provides consumers with a
better match for more favorable products, but also in-
creases another consumption scenario for online shop-
ping. For consumers, the increase in multi-scenario
consumption not only saves money, but also promotes
publicity through social means, and achieves the goal
of increasing revenue in the way of customer acquisi-
tion. It is essentially a pure buyer guide platform that
integrates discounts, rebates, and sharing. It provides
services such as shopping cash back, exclusive dis-
counted goods, preferential information, and a busi-
ness model in which consumers can increase revenue
through social promotion.
2.2 The Preferential Purchase process and mer-
chant comparison
渊1冤 The use process of the Preferential Purchase mode
① Search and download the app in the mobile app
store, then sign up (or register with the invitation code)
and login;
②After logging in, you can search for the name of the
product you want to purchase on the homepage;
③Find the discounted product you want to buy, click
"Immediately receive the coupon" on the product
homepage and then jump to the platform page such as
Taobao;
④On Taobao and other platform pages, you can jump
to the page to make a payment.
⑤You can also enjoy rebates after payment.
⑥After signing up for purchase with the invitation
code, the promoter who sent the invitation code will
also receive a promotion commission. Among them,
sharing coupons, customer service, delivery, af-
ter-sales, etc. are completed by the Preferential Pur-
chase platform.
渊2冤 Comparison of the characteristics of Preferential
Purchase platform
The core of the Preferential Purchase model is a plat-
form that provides preferential information. In fact, the
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places where users consume, or the mainstream plat-
forms such as Taobao and Jingdong, optimize the price
choices for online consumers. By selecting the top four
apps for the Android app market with " Preferential
Purchase " as the keyword search and the APP directly
named after " Preferential Purchase ", it is concluded

that relying on Taobao and other mainstream e-com-
merce platforms is their guarantee, the Economical,
Coupons, Rebates, and Pinch Pennies are the most
common application tags, and low prices are the core
of this model. The specific comparison contents are
shown in Table 1.

Serial
number

Preferential Purchase
merchants

(number of installations)

Promotional
slogan

Application
tag Feature of product

1 Savings Express
渊43.82 million冤

More than Taobao
Tmall directly buy
provinces 50% ,
definitely do not spend
a pen, 9.9 yuan
Shipping special,
limited time spike and
other special areas
low-cost good things.

Economical;
Mall;
Parity;
Coupon

① 9.9 yuan Shipping special: low-cost good things are
also Shipping, the whole network selects good goods, to
ensure the real low price.②1 yuan spike: big-name good
goods, value-for-money products, explosions of goods,
non-stop. ③One-click search coupon: Finding offers is
more convenient, Taobao Tmall coupons are searched
for with one click. ④ Newcomer limited time (0 yuan
purchase): buy things, do not spend money, new users to
place orders within 24 hours, the highest to receive 10
yuan red envelopes, can be directly withdrawn.

2
Yitao

渊29.15 million冤

Alibaba's preferred sale
platform, the highest
return to 81% , the
exclusive private
coupons to place
orders; invite friends to
download additional
rebate rewards, save
the province.

Shopping;
Shipping;

Pinch pennies;
Rebate

① Affiliated to Alibaba Group: the goods are all, the
coverage is wide, the rebate amount is high, and the
official channels are safe and accurate. Taobao account
is common. ②Exclusive coupons: updated daily, large
coupons are limited to one Tao channel, and cash is used
for coupons. ③ Sign in the collection of points: the
collection of treasures bound Alipay, pay directly when
the money. ④There are many promotion activities: the
categories cover all, the synchronization is cost-effective,
and the selected activities of the rush to buy, save the
province.

3 Return and Save Money
Allianc渊21.78 million冤

A coalition app that is
dedicated to making
money for shopping
rebates, online
shopping to save
money, sharing money,
and money-saving
artifacts that online
shopping is sought
after.

Economical;
Coupon;
Rebate;

Pinch pennies

①The rebate is fast and the cash is up to 95%, which is
far ahead of other rebate apps.②Large internal coupons:
100 yuan or more of internal coupons are available every
day, saving money and super discounts. ③ Carefully
selected: Pick up big-name sales, select 9.9 shipping
items. ④Easily earn money: not only share and promote
can make money, daily sign-in, share APP, sun-done,
sun-drink sharing, and product theory can make money.

4 Peanut Diary
渊21.12 million冤

Spend less money,
more money, referred
to as "peanuts", the
preferred
money-saving tool for
online shopping, the
large amount of
coupons to get soft,
sharing offers to save
you money all year
round. Really let you
achieve less money
and more money.

Economical曰
Share to earn
money曰
Coupon曰

Pinch pennie

① Relying on Taobao Tmall and other mainstream
online malls: the project is stable, long-lasting, reliable,
zero threshold from beginning to end, zero investment,
zero risk. ②Simple and easy to use: the user uses the
flower birthday note to be simple, the purchase product
system automatically distributes the profit, and the
commission is cashed out to Alipay on a monthly basis.
③ Save money and fission: Users feel that they really
help him save money, recommend it to his relatives and
friends, generate recommendation fission, the more the
commission is earned. ④Automatically lock fans: When
a user registers for a birthday, they will receive a unique
invitation code assigned by the system, and the invited
registrant will automatically become a permanent fan.

Table 1. Preferential Purchase mode business characteristics comparison
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Serial
number

Preferential Purchase
merchants

(number of installations)
Promotional slogan Application tag Feature of product

5 Preferential Purchase
渊92,000冤

Save money and save
time shopping app, a lot
of coupons get your
hands soft, hot products
recommended farewell to
choose difficult, invite
friends to buy and cash
rewards.

Economical;
Coupon;
Rebate;
Service

①Service is guaranteed: Focus on online shopping
and save money for 8 years (online in February
2011), serving millions of users, is recognized as a
small assistant to save money on online shopping.
② More cooperation websites: up to 100 home
appliance business websites.③Online shopping can
save money: Before you place an order, you can
use the purchase of APP to search for goods with
large coupons, and there will be rebates after the
order is placed. Selected value-for-money items,
price concessions are also practical. ④ Better
customer service: Provides you with exclusive
customer service, and the new service is for you.

3. Preferential Purchase mode operation
promotion method

3.1 Operation mode of the Preferential Purchase
渊1冤 Outsourcing cooperation model
After the Preferential Purchase platform and the main-
stream platform merchants reach a cooperation agree-
ment, they will dock the mainstream platform com-
modity category links, and the Preferential Purchase
platform will be responsible for promotion and earning
the difference or commission. This mode of Preferen-
tial Purchase platform will charge the service fee ac-
cording to the promotion period.
渊2冤 Outsourcing cooperative distribution model
Preferential Purchase platform contacts all platform
merchants, negotiates with each brand merchants to
provide the lowest cost price for product distribution
to the platform for Preferential Purchase, and the plat-
form for promotion is promoted at no higher than the
market price, but the link and evaluation of customers'
orders during the promotion process They are all shop
links of brand merchants. This model is generally free
to promote the platform, but earn a certain distribution
profit.
渊3冤 Self-operated mode
The retailer's home registration account on the Prefer-
ential Purchase platform, and a special person respon-
sible for product release, the release of product styles
and categories. After the link is generated by the Pref-
erential Purchase platform, it will be released to other
channels for promotion. The Preferential Purchase
platform will charge the annual fee according to the

product release. This model is suitable for large-scale
purchase of e-commerce companies to clear inventory
and fan operations.
3.2 Promotion mode of the Preferential Purchase
mode
Due to the characteristics of its shopping guide, the
purchase-purchase model has become the new darling
of the e-commerce industry. Compared with the tradi-
tional e-commerce sellers' operation mode, this model
attracts the e-commerce merchants in the new era with
its unique advantages of no supply, no inventory and
no risk. The employee group is extended to students,
treasures and white-collars. Waiting for the crowd.
This type of employee group mainly uses their free
time to promote and promote through social networks,
which is the main reason why the Preferential Pur-
chase model belongs to the community e-commerce. [5]

The biggest difference between social e-commerce and
Ali, JD.com's online platform sales model is that its
sales target is more stable and more accurate. When a
community attracts members, then those members be-
come stable customers. Therefore, the promotion
methods of most Preferential Purchase models take
two categories:
①At the merchant level: mainly promote the promo-
tion of business apps and websites, adopt the comment
area of the cooperation platform merchants to promote
maps, APP download benefits (coupon rewards) pro-
motion, public number operation promotion, Baidu
promotion, self-media promotion, community promo-
tion, etc.[6]

Continuation Table 1.

Source院Android application market purchase mode APP information collection
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②Employee level: Focus on product or low-price pro-
motion, use the social network of part-time people to
promote the level, and expand the marketing level step
by step.

4. Potential problems in the e-commerce
Preferential Purchase mode

With the popularity of e-commerce and the pressure of
traditional direct sales to face strong supervision and
public opinion, some domestic direct selling compa-
nies have transformed the community e-commerce
model of Preferential Purchase, which has seized new
development opportunities, but in the process of oper-
ation, There are many loopholes and problems in regu-
lating operations, which are manifested in the follow-
ing aspects.
渊1冤The credibility of a large number of Preferential
Purchase platforms needs to be improved
From the rise and development of the original Taobao
guest rebate website, the Preferential Purchase plat-
form has blossomed like a mushroom, and a small
website and APP have entered the market for promo-
tion. But not all platforms are trustworthy. The promo-
tion of phishing websites has been deeply rooted in
people's hearts. In particular, some small platforms
will face bankruptcy at any time because of poor man-
agement. [7] For example, the recent e-commerce plat-
form " Preferential e-Purchase " low-priced goods but
not shipped without refund, the police has filed a case
for investigation. Although the Preferential Purchase
platform claims to only receive discounts on its plat-
form, all transactions are on mainstream e-commerce
platforms such as Taobao, enjoying the same pre-sales
and after-sales services as mainstream platform users.
However, the transit of information and the circulation
of secondary channels of products make it difficult to
believe the feasibility of the sustainable operation of
the Preferential Purchase platform and the feasibility
of the business model in the case of low prices.
渊2冤Low price leads to product quality cannot be guar-
anteed
A major problem with the purchase platform is how to
meet the customer's requirements for product quality.
All of the products that can be searched in the Prefer-
ential Purchase platform are non-popular brand prod-
ucts, and the product cost is low. Such products belong
to the brand's merchants to use the Preferential Pur-
chase platform to do the drainage service, and are will-

ing to let more profits to the platform to earn store rat-
ings, store reputation, store sales, etc., to improve the
comprehensive index of online stores, bring them free
volume and platform resources. In addition to branded
products, it is a personal store on Taobao and other
platforms. It also promotes profits in order to obtain
volume, but most of the product quality cannot be
guaranteed.
渊3冤Rebate or preferential threshold is high, and there
are many routines
Discounts, rebates, cash withdrawals or non-cash; can
only receive discounts, no commissions; some mer-
chandise commissions; virtual standard cash back, in-
vite friends to click to withdraw cash, and other cash
and cash back offers will make consumers greedy. The
feeling of eating a big loss is cheap. For example, the
zero-yuan purchase of the money-saving express news-
paper advertisement, but not the zero-yuan purchase in
the true sense, but the need to buy and then cash back,
the withdrawal needs to wait for a long time, and set
the invitation friend to buy or raise the amount of cash
according to the number of subsequent purchases.
Cash back and so on.
渊4冤Hierarchical agent promotion method analogy
MLM
The social e-commerce model of the Preferential Pur-
chase platform adopts the customer acquisition method
of social-level agent distribution. Although the agent
distribution has brought volume and performance to
the platform for Preferential Purchase in a short time,
some still use the multi-level distribution method ille-
gally, which leads to the development of offline and
downward pressure to make profits[8]. In March 2019,
" Peanut Diary " was suspected of pyramid schemes
(direct sales) illegal activities, the operating company
"Guangzhou Peanut Diary Record Network Technolo-
gy Co., Ltd." (hereinafter referred to as the birthday
card) was fined 1.5 million yuan, and was confiscated
illegal income of 73.06 million yuan The cumulative
penalty was not more than 74.56 million yuan. Under
this circumstance, product quality and after-sales ser-
vice are difficult to guarantee, and the hidden dangers
of social commerce such as high price are beginning to
become more prominent.

5.Conclusion

In recent years, the development and popularity of mo-
bile Internet, online shopping has been regularized.
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Low prices are still one of the labels most people de-
fine for online shopping. Based on the demand of con-
sumers for online shopping products and the need for
online merchants to promote sales, the e-commerce
Preferential Purchase mode came into being. From the
current overall situation, e-commerce Preferential Pur-
chase is a pure buyer guide platform that integrates
discount, rebate and sharing. It provides services such
as shopping cash back, exclusive discount products,
preferential information and other business models
through social promotion. It mainly has three modes of
operation: outsourcing cooperation, outsourcing coop-
eration distribution and self-operation. Social commu-
nication has become a major application promotion
tool, both at the merchant and employee levels. It is al-
so this kind of community agent promotion method
that has caused some of the Preferential Purchase plat-
forms to adopt illegal multi-level distribution methods,
and there are illegal means similar to pyramid
schemes. The credibility of the multi-purchasing plat-
form, the low price of the product, the guarantee of
product quality, the rebate or the preferential package
have become the bottleneck for the purchase platform.
In short, the e-commerce Preferential Purchase mode
uses its own money to save money, and the way to
share the money needs to be cautious. After the pur-
chase-purchase mode breaks through its problems and
withstand the market test, it can truly become a good
mode for e-commerce transformation.
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